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Abstract 
The present assessment and prediction of potential pollutant emissions from combustion sys-
tems often rely on dedicated combustion models. Their validation depends on the critical ex-
amination of the relevant chemical reaction pathways. To this end, a number of combustion 
diagnostic techniques are available which can probe important chemical constituents in situ, 
thus providing direct information on the progress of the combustion reactions. Here, some 
recent experimental advances for the investigation of a suite of targets from molecular inter-
mediates and soot precursors to nascent particles will be presented. Examples include the ap-
plication of quantum cascade laser absorption spectroscopy (QCLAS), molecular-beam mass 
spectrometry (MBMS) with different ionization schemes, photoelectron–photoion coinci-
dence (PEPICO) spectroscopy, helium ion microscopy (HIM), and polarization-modulated 
infrared reflection–absorption spectroscopy (PM-IRRAS).  
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1. Introduction 
Pollutants formed by the combustion of conventional and alternative fuels are of major influ-
ence on human health and the environment. With stricter regulations and growing public 
awareness regarding air quality, especially in urban areas in many countries of the world, pol-
lutant prevention or abatement is an urgent target in combustion research. Recent reports of 
the Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change [1] and the World Health Organization [2] 
underline the urgency of actions regarding the reduction of particulate matter emissions from 
combustion sources. Investigations of pollution in large, densely inhabited urban areas have 
also identified photochemically active substances such as carbonyl compounds, probably en-
hanced by use of first-generation biofuels, as causes of respiratory and other health problems 
[3,4]. While significant reductions in emissions have already resulted from stricter regulations 
on the one hand, as documented e.g. in the progress of European emission standards [5], the 
increase in industrialization and transportation on the other is cause for eminent concern: The 
average number of cars per 1000 persons in all Asia, for example, has grown to about 65 in 
2010, while it stagnated near 800 in the USA, with a value of 65 in the USA reached at the 
end of the First (!) World War [6]. Rapid development in China is reported to contribute to an 
exponentially increasing inventory of non-methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOCs), 
involved in photo-oxidative processes deteriorating air quality, such as alkenes, alkynes, aro-
matics, and carbonyl species [7]. As most prognoses predict that the global contribution of 
fossil resources to the energy conversion will only very gradually – over decades – decrease 
from the present high value of >85% [8,9], huge efforts are necessary to make combustion 
cleaner.  
 Such strategies for cleaner combustion processes in transportation include low-temperature 
combustion and the use of biofuels. Even for advanced low-temperature diesel engines 
equipped with oxidation catalysts Li and Ogawa [10] have recently reported unregulated 
harmful emissions such as carbonyls, aromatics, and 1,3-butadiene to increase with high ex-
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haust gas recirculation. Also, He et al. [11,12] have shown that use of n-butanol, a promising 
biofuel, or its addition to gasoline in homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) en-
gines may significantly increase acetaldehyde and formaldehyde emissions. A closer inspec-
tion of the chemical composition of unregulated emissions and their formation reactions is 
thus needed, with the challenge, however, that these depend highly on the combustion pro-
cess, its physico-chemical conditions, and the specific fuel or fuel blend.  
 Combustion emissions are typically predicted using numerical simulations with detailed 
combustion models. Computational combustion [13], with simulations relying on kinetic in-
formation for complex mechanisms such as soot formation [14,15], has become an important 
field in combustion research. Detailed models to describe the combustion mechanism can be 
established if all physical and chemical information on the process is known, including its 
initial or boundary conditions, the course of the combustion reactions, and the interactions of 
the system with the environment. Ideally, all kinetic, transport, and thermochemical data are 
then included for the complete set of combustion reactions [16]. For realistic fuels, more than 
10,000 elementary steps may contribute to the overall combustion reaction [17].  
 Although such reaction sets may be consistently and systematically generated, their relia-
bility depends on their critical examination and validation against a broad range of conditions 
encompassing the relevant regimes of pressure, temperature, and mixture composition. To this 
end, the field of combustion diagnostics, established more than 30 years ago (compare, for 
example, the biannual Gordon Research Conference series on Laser Diagnostics in Combus-
tion, started in 1981), has contributed numerous techniques that are suitable for a direct in-
spection of the combustion process [18-22]. Regarding intermediate species concentrations 
and finer details of the combustion chemistry, including the detection of reactive intermedi-
ates, laser methods have been established and complemented with in situ molecular-beam 
mass spectrometry (MBMS), which permits sampling and chemical analysis e.g. from flames, 
shock tubes, and chemical reactors [23-28]. Using photoionization (PI) MBMS techniques, 
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separation of the different isomeric structures is possible [29,30], with one first example being 
the distinction of acetaldehyde and ethenol in flames [29], followed by many other applica-
tions. PI-MBMS has allowed, for example, to distinguish between different carbonyl species 
formed from combustion of the four isomers of butanol [31] as prototypical oxygenated 
(bio-)fuels, or between the different soot precursor structures formed in the combustion of 
cyclopentene [32] as a cycloalkene component of conventional fuels.  
 It is beyond the scope of this article to characterize the multitude of experimental methods 
available today regarding their merits and potential shortcomings for combustion chemistry 
research. Rather, some recent examples shall be given, involving the work of our own group 
and of selected collaboration partners, to illustrate some advances in chemical combustion 
diagnostics. Such techniques may offer perspectives, on the one hand, to provide new insights 
into the formation reactions of regulated and unregulated pollutants as a function of fuel struc-
ture and combustion conditions, and on the other, may permit careful examination and further 
development of kinetic mechanisms for combustion. 
 
2. Experimental methods and procedures 
Details of the experiments have been reported in several earlier publications, and only some 
information is given here to assist with understanding the principles of the techniques and the 
selected examples presented in this contribution.  
 
2.1 Burners and flames 
Examples in this article are from different flame configurations. For the measurement of mole 
fraction profiles in laminar premixed low-pressure flames, a flat matrix burner made from 
sintered bronze (McKenna type) with a diameter of 66 mm was used. Dimethyl ether (DME)-
oxygen flames diluted with argon were stabilized at 33 mbar for equivalence ratios =0.93 
and 1.40 [33,34] with gas flows (in slm, i.e. standard liters per minute, at 300 K) of 0.85 
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(1.13) DME and 2.72 (2.42) O2; the rich condition is given in parentheses. Both flames were 
diluted with 1.21 slm Ar, and cold gas velocities at 300 K were calculated to be between 0.77 
and 0.78. Conditions were chosen to match approximately those of Wang et al. [35]. For the 
experiments using quantum cascade laser absorption spectroscopy (QCLAS), a variant of the 
burner was built up which featured an additional, separate concentric bronze matrix of 20 mm 
width for an inert co-flow to prevent mixing of combustion products into the beam paths. For 
all investigations of low-pressure premixed flames in this work, burners of near-identical con-
figuration in different burner chambers were used that were adapted to the respective geome-
tries for the laser and MBMS measurements in Bielefeld and the PEPICO experiment per-
formed at the SOLEIL synchrotron in France. In the latter, a =1.6 DME-O2 flame diluted 
with 25% argon at 33 mbar was studied, again closely adapted to one of the conditions report-
ed by Wang et al. [35]. 
 Non-premixed flames were investigated in an opposed-flow configuration at atmospheric 
pressure, with n-butane as the fuel, and procedures as detailed in [36]. The mole fraction 
compositions of the opposing gas streams and corresponding mass flow rates were 0.06 n-
C4H10 / 0.94 Ar at a mass flow rate of 3.2×10-2 g cm2 s-1on the fuel side and 0.38 O2 / 0.62 Ar 
with a mass flow rate of 2.9×10-2g cm2 s-1on the oxidizer side.   
 Soot was sampled from fuel-rich ethene flames stabilized at atmospheric pressure on a 
porous plug burner (50 mm diameter) with a configuration from Abid et al. [37] that was re-
produced for our own work; details on flames and the setup have been discussed elsewhere 
[38,39]. Specifically, soot formed at the condition of their flame C3 [37] was studied here 
with a composition of 16.3% C2H4, 23.7% O2, and 60% Ar, at a cold gas velocity of 8 cm/s at 
298 K and a temperature of 1736±50 K. 
 
2.2 Quantum cascade laser absorption spectroscopy (QCLAS) 
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For the quantum cascade laser absorption measurements, a low-pressure burner configuration 
described in [33,34] was used featuring three QCL units (Cascade Technologies) at 4.5 µm, 
5.9 µm, and 7.8 µm. The lasers were individually controlled by a controller unit and operated 
at pulse lengths of 500 ns and a repetition rate of 20 kHz. The laser beams were combined by 
several sets of mirrors and focused into the burner chamber by a CaF2 lens. Beam profiles 
were shaped by suitable pinholes. After transmission through the burner chamber, the beams 
were focused with an off-axis parabolic mirror onto an IR detector (Vigo Systems PVI-2TE). 
The signals were then digitized and processed. Care was taken to reduce reflections and stray 
light, using an anodized black aluminum chamber and windows mounted in Brewster’s angle 
to permit complete transmission of radiation with polarization parallel to the plane of inci-
dence. Window surfaces were deliberately placed at an angle to avoid etaloning effects. Inside 
the cylindrical window supports, the laser beams were guided through N2-purged tubes of a 
few mm diameter into close proximity of the flame so that accumulation of combustion gases 
in these regions was minimized. Wavelength calibration was performed with the aid of an 
N2O calibration gas cell and a Ge-etalon. Edge effects of the flame were removed by tomo-
graphic reconstruction using procedures from the literature [40,41]. 
 
2.3 Electron ionization (EI) mass spectrometry (MS) and gas chromatography (GC) 
Molecular-beam mass spectrometry (MBMS) to analyze low-pressure flame chemistry has 
been described in detail before [23,42,43]. In most examples reported here, electron ionization 
(EI) was used to ionize flame-sampled species. Reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer 
setups with two-stage Wiley-McLaren configurations of the ion source were used to analyze 
the species composition in low-pressure premixed flat flames (with a mass resolution of up to 
4000), and in atmospheric-pressure non-premixed flames (with mass resolution of ~2500). 
From the premixed flames, gas samples were extracted by a quartz nozzle (200 µm orifice 
diameter) and expanded into an intermediate chamber (<10-3 mbar). The resulting molecular 
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beam passed through a skimmer into the ionization volume (at or below ~10-6) mbar. Species 
were ionized and the resulting ions were detected with a multichannel plate. Mass spectra for 
all species were recorded according to the mass/charge (m/z) ratio of the ions, with argon 
serving as reference. Quantitative species profiles including radicals were obtained using pro-
cedures detailed in [42,43], typically as a function of height above the burner; the elemental 
composition of C/H/O species detected in the flames was determined by their exact mass. 
 For the study of the non-premixed flames, the flat-flame burner was replaced with the 
home-built opposed-flow burner system [44] operating at ambient pressure. Here, the gases 
were sampled with a microprobe (with 20 µm orifice), in analogy to the setup described in 
[45]. Only stable species were accessible with this technique. The fuel-rich zone in this con-
figuration offers more facile access to the detection of higher-molecular growth species than 
the premixed flames. In this case the mass spectrometer was coupled to a GC instrument 
(Trace GC, Thermo Fisher Scientific) to access additional isomer-specific information. A 
low-polarity column (Restek, Rxi-5Sil MS) was used to separate some intermediates, includ-
ing polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), following the procedure detailed in [36]. Iden-
tification relied on chromatograms from reference substances and the manufacturer's data-
base. 
 
2.4 Photoelectron–photoion coincidence (PEPICO) spectroscopy in flames 
Expanding the capabilities of EI-MBMS and isomer-selective PI-MBMS using VUV radia-
tion from synchrotrons [23,25,29,46], PEPICO spectroscopy is a technique new to combus-
tion diagnostics for which it was demonstrated only very recently [47-49]. This approach 
combines features of photoionization mass spectrometry with photoelectron spectroscopy and 
detects the ion–electron coincidence upon each single ionization event, typically using time-
of-flight mass spectrometry for ion detection and velocity map imaging for electron detection. 
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The work was performed at the SOLEIL synchrotron in St. Aubin, France. A transportable 
burner and intermediate chamber were adapted to the SAPHIRS endstation at the DESIRS 
beamline equipped with the double-imaging PEPICO spectrometer DELICIOUS III [50]. The 
molecular beam was crossed with the VUV beam and the generated ions and electrons were 
detected with the DELICIOUS III spectrometer, which couples a Wiley-McLaren TOF ana-
lyzer/3D momentum imager on the ion side (with a mass resolution of ~300) to a velocity 
map imager on the electron side. Ions and electrons from an ionization event were registered 
in coincidence, using the detection of the electron to trigger the ion signal registration. By 
scanning the photon energy, mass-selected threshold photoelectron spectra can be obtained 
with an ultimate energy resolution <1 meV, although here we used 3.5 meV, largely sufficient 
for the scientific purpose. Selected spectra at fixed photon energies were taken in an energy 
range of 9-12 eV and a resolution of 70 meV with the photon energy above the ionization 
energy of the target species to record photoelectron spectra for a given mass.  
 
2.5 Soot diagnostics with helium ion microscopy (HIM) and polarization-modulated infrared 
reflection–absorption spectroscopy (PM-IRRAS) 
Soot particles were thermophoretically collected by motor-controlled rapid insertion of a sub-
strate (silicon wafer with natural oxide layer, area ~1 cm2) into the flame zone [38,39]. The 
substrate was affixed on a sample holder that was mounted on a stepper motor; the exposure 
time to the flame was typically ~16 ms. The investigated ethene flame (C3) was chosen from 
a larger set of flames that had been characterized before by Abid et al. [37].  
 Freshly deposited soot samples were analyzed by HIM with a delay of typically 15 min. 
HIM uses a fine beam of helium ions to scan the surface under investigation, and the emitted 
secondary electrons are detected. A Carl Zeiss Orion Plus HIM instrument was operated at 
~35 kV with a beam current between 0.3 and 1 pA and a beam dwell time per pixel between 
10 and 30 µs. All HIM micrographs were recorded with a pixel size of 0.5 nm. Details have 
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been described in [38,39]. The particles imaged by HIM were further analyzed with regard to 
their geometric properties using ImageJ software [51] with the Fraclac plugin; as detailed in 
[39], the particle perimeter, its area, the diameter of a circle which fully encloses the particle, 
and the fractal dimension were determined.  
 For the PM-IRRAS measurements, soot was deposited on a gold-coated silicon wafer. In 
this case, soot sampling was performed with the sampling device integrated into the stagna-
tion plate as in the configuration of Abid et al. [52], with a sampling orifice of 0.5 mm diame-
ter. Analysis was carried out with a Bruker PM-IRRAS instrument (Vertex 70-PMA50), using 
averages over 722 scans and an aperture of 1.5 mm. Alternating irradiation of the sample with 
perpendicularly or parallel polarized IR radiation provided an intrinsic reference.  
 
3. Results and discussion 
The examples in this work have been chosen to present selected combustion diagnostic ap-
proaches that have been recently introduced and hold promise for flame investigations. From 
this perspective, a comprehensive discussion of the respective combustion systems and rele-
vant chemical reaction mechanisms is not intended. Rather, the results are reported to illus-
trate advances that may be possible using these methods in combustion investigations.  
 
3.1 Intermediate species detection in low-pressure DME flames using QCLAS and MBMS 
Among alternative fuels, dimethyl ether, which can be produced from coal, natural gas, and 
biomass, receives high attention, especially as a diesel additive or diesel substitute [53]. Be-
cause the DME molecule has no carbon-carbon bond, soot precursors are not easily built up 
and PAH and soot emissions are low. Flames of conventional hydrocarbon and other oxygen-
ated fuels show, however, that in DME flames, the air toxic formaldehyde can be formed in 
comparatively high concentrations [54]. Recent engine studies with DME have shown for-
maldehyde to be a prominent exhaust component [55]. The combustion chemistry of DME 
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has been studied in detail [35,56,57], with a recent focus on low-temperature reaction kinetics 
[58-61]. Reasons for this are the two-step ignition behavior and the interest in combustion 
strategies such as homogeneous charge compression ignition. Kinetic mechanisms for DME 
are available since more than a decade [62-64], with recent improvements addressing specifi-
cally the low-temperature behavior [65]. For practical applicability, such mechanisms are 
being tested under a wide range of combustion conditions, including high pressures and dilu-
tion with exhaust gas components such as CO2 [66]. While many details in the reaction 
scheme can be thought of as well understood, the accurate prediction of intermediate species 
is still under debate. In the low-temperature regime, recent measurements of species including 
HO2, H2O2, formic acid, methyl formate, and others [59,61,67,68] show room for model im-
provement; also, the influence of (reactive) CO2 suggests that attention should be devoted to 
some intermediate species reactions [66]. 
 Many experimental measurements of intermediate species concentrations rely on different 
variants of mass spectrometry, a technique that is necessarily intrusive because it uses sam-
pling probes to extract the gas sample to be analyzed from the reactive environment. Disturb-
ances by such probes are being critically analyzed [69,70] and systematically modeled [71]. 
Whenever possible, it is preferable to probe the reactive gases with non-invasive optical 
means. Absorption spectroscopy with quantum cascade lasers offers excellent potential for 
such analyses, because they can probe all relevant molecules in their strong fundamental vi-
brations, and QCLAS has recently been demonstrated as a well-suited technique to analyze 
combustion-related environments in shock tubes and flames [72-77].  
 In our own work, we have combined QCLAS with MBMS to study dimethyl ether com-
bustion. Figure 1 shows the CO and CO2 mole fractions as a function of height above the 
burner h in two flat premixed DME-O2-Ar flames of different stoichiometry, obtained from 
measurements with the QCL near 4.5 µm after selecting suitable spectral lines in this range 
[78]. The temperature was also determined with QCLAS, using the intensity ratio of suitable 
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absorption lines [75,77] from measurements of two CO and multiple CO2 lines in the region 
of 2231.39-2232.00 cm-1. In addition, the feasibility of temperature measurements was also 
examined using H2O lines accessible with the QCL at 7.8 µm and from H2O and CH2O lines 
in the regime covered by the 5.9 µm laser; the results were found to be in quite good agree-
ment [34]. Both flames shown in Fig. 1 were selected from the set of five stoichiometries 
studied by Wang et al. with EI- and PI-MBMS [35]. For comparison, the EI-MBMS profiles 
from [35] are included in Fig. 1, as well as simulations with the model by Zhao et al. [64] 
using the Cantera software package [79]. For the simulations, the optically measured, i.e. un-
perturbed, temperature profiles were used as input data without application of any shifts. Un-
certainties for the absolute concentrations are within ~10-15% for the two detection methods. 
Within these uncertainties, very good agreement is seen for both profile shapes and absolute 
values. The CO mole fraction attains maximum values of ~0.15-0.20 and exhibits a maximum 
in both cases, with a plateau of ~0.075 in the lean and ~0.18 in the rich flame, while CO2 
reaches constant values near 0.20 in the former and 0.15 in the latter. Overall good agreement 
is also found with the simulation. Thus, for these main components in the flames, non-
invasive QCLAS and perturbative MBMS measurements mutually enhance the confidence in 
these quantitative results for critical model examination and validation. 
 It is crucial to evaluate the effects of probe interference for combustion intermediates in 
great detail, because reliable intermediate concentrations are a pertinent test for reaction 
pathways and kinetic mechanisms. Formaldehyde, CH2O, was chosen as a prominent inter-
mediate in DME flames to investigate such influences [76]. Figure 2 shows a spectrum for 
CH2O detection using the QCL at 5.9 µm in the =1.40 DME flame. The upper half in Fig. 2 
represents the measured spectrum, and the lower half (as a mirror image) reports simulations 
for the contributions by CH2O and H2O obtained with the HITRAN /HITEMP databases [80]. 
The simulations were carried out for a flame temperature of 1100 K for the position at h=0.7 
mm, very early in the flame and well upstream of the temperature maximum (compare Fig. 1). 
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It is in these cooler flame regions that CH2O, indicative of low-temperature combustion reac-
tions [62-65], is abundant.  
 The CH2O profiles for the two DME flames are given in Fig. 3; note that the height axis 
shows only the first 5 mm above the burner. Again, QCLAS results are compared with EI-
MBMS measurements from [35] and simulations with the Zhao et al. mechanism [64]. Exper-
imental uncertainties for CH2O are ≤15% for QCLAS [76] and 30% for the MBMS measure-
ments [35]. As seen from Fig. 3, absolute maximum values are in quite reasonable agreement 
for both flames within these uncertainties, with peak mole fractions of ~0.012 near h=0.5 mm 
in the lean flame and of 0.017 (MBMS) vs. 0.025 (QCLAS) near h=0.7 mm in the rich flame, 
at the location at which the spectrum in Fig. 2 was taken. Striking, however, is the difference 
in the measured profiles, which appear shifted by almost 2 mm downstream for the MBMS 
measurements. The original paper by Wang et al. [35] reports shifts of 0.9 mm that they have 
consistently applied between both their EI-MBMS and PI-MBMS experiments and their 
simulation to account for probe effects and relates them to be about 1.3 (4) times the orifice 
diameter of the sampling cone of 0.7 mm (0.25 mm) for EI-MBMS (PI-MBMS). While such 
shifts have regularly been used in the literature to account for differences between mass spec-
trometric measurement and flame model simulations, it has been demonstrated that multiple 
parameters of the sampling configuration must be considered and that such influences are not 
necessarily constant with flame conditions, position in the flame, and species probed [69-71].  
 Here, in the example in Fig. 3, a near worst-case situation is probed, with the sampling 
cone very close to the burner surface, inserted into a chemically delicate region where both 
low-temperature reactions and high-temperature chemistry can be active [60,61,64,65] and 
where local cooling may affect their interplay. Several influences may contribute to the strong 
probe effect seen here: local perturbation of the flow (with the flame "squeezed" between 
burner and probe), local cooling by the sampling probe itself, attachment of the flame to the 
probe, and local cooling by the flange that holds the sampling probe, which is in this position 
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much closer to the flame than at the temperature maximum at 4-5 mm or in the burnt gases. 
Formaldehyde will also be much more sensitive to a number of reactions crucially influencing 
the early chemistry than carbon dioxide as a final product. Thus, the rather good agreement 
noted in Fig. 1 and the magnitude of the shift in Fig. 3 are not contradictory.  
 Additionally, simulations with the Zhao et al. model [64] are included in Fig. 3, using an 
unperturbed, optically measured temperature profile. A "perturbed" temperature profile as 
described in [70], determined from the gas stream passing through the sampling cone orifice 
in the EI-MBMS measurements, was not available in [35]. Application of such a "perturbed" 
profile to model the invasive MBMS measurements would be preferable, and an improved 
match between MBMS experiment and model (as e.g. in [42]) would be expected. It should 
be stressed, however, that with the wider availability of quantum cascade lasers, non-invasive 
QCLAS can be applied routinely for a larger number of species, including many stable inter-
mediates. QCL diagnostics has also been demonstrated very recently to be able to detect very 
important fragile compounds such as hydrogen peroxide [74]. Thus, unavoidable systematic 
errors such as probe effects from using invasive techniques can be examined and corrected, 
and complementary QCLAS and MBMS experiments can improve the reliability of combus-
tion chemistry studies. 
 
3.2 Formaldehyde detection in a low-pressure DME flame using PEPICO spectroscopy 
While EI-MBMS as a typical laboratory configuration permits a rapid overview of the chemi-
cal composition of a flame, because numerous species can be simultaneously detected at fixed 
nominal ion energy, it lacks the capacity of isomer separation. Also, fragmentation of labile 
species can be a problem. As a more advanced approach, PI-MBMS using VUV radiation 
from synchrotrons had been introduced into combustion experiments about a decade ago 
[29,46], its typical advantages including high energy resolution, isomer identification from 
photoionization efficiency (PIE) curves, and reduced fragmentation. Most recently, the arse-
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nal of combustion diagnostics has been further expanded by the introduction of PEPICO spec-
troscopy to study combustion-related gas mixtures [47] and flames [48,49]. The approach has 
the potential to add another dimension of discrimination between different chemical species 
from detecting the electron–ion coincidences that occur upon individual ionization events.  
 PEPICO spectroscopy is a well-known technique [81-84] that has been widely applied for 
decades to state-selected core- and valence-shell excited/ionized molecules for the study of 
cation dissociation dynamics and for spectroscopic and thermochemical investigations. For 
the sake of directness, here we restrict the introduction of PEPICO to more recent literature on 
imaging techniques, and their combination to synchrotron tunable light sources, relevant to 
the following discussion [85-88]. In these experiments, photoionization (as for PI-MBMS) 
typically relies on brilliant, continuously tunable VUV light from synchrotrons in the 6 to 20 
eV range where lie the ionization energies (and first excited electronic states) of the chemical 
products that one may want to probe. For a given mass, "T"PEPICO or "threshold" PEPICO 
spectra can be obtained with high signal intensity from scanning the photon energy over the 
ionization threshold, at fixed zero kinetic energy of the electrons. With velocity map imaging, 
zero kinetic energy electrons can be recorded as a focused spot on the detector, and electrons 
with velocities perpendicular to the extraction axis will appear as concentric rings around this 
central spot [83]. The imaging schemes are capable of multiplex electron energy and ion mass 
detection and have 100% transmission efficiency, so that electrons and ions can be detected 
with high signal intensities in a chemically relevant energy range. Recently, these techniques 
have been refined at different synchrotron facilities with the additional correlation of the ion 
position, which gives access to its translational energy [89,90]. 
 Current PEPICO spectrometers at different synchrotrons combine high signal intensities 
with high electron and photon energy resolutions [50,85,86]. PEPICO spectroscopy is suited 
to detect reactive species including radicals, a capability that has been demonstrated e.g. in 
flash pyrolysis experiments [91-93]. 
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 For combustion studies, it is advantageous that the electron–cation pairs formed by pho-
toionization carry specific information of the molecular structure from which they were de-
rived. Species identification may either be obtained from photoelectron spectra (PES) upon 
scanning the photon energy or by recording velocity map images of the photoelectrons by 
keeping the photon energy fixed at a value above the ionization threshold of the species or 
group of species of interest. Mass-selected threshold photoelectron spectra (TPES), for the 
first time from a flame, for a number of combustion intermediates using an iPEPICO detec-
tion scheme have recently been reported by Oßwald et al. [48]. These spectra show distinct 
"fingerprint" information with respective vibrational progressions for each isomer, features 
which were demonstrated, for example, for the isomer pair of allene and propyne. To evaluate 
the potential of PEPICO spectroscopy in comparison with the more common PI-MBMS and 
EI-MBMS approaches, these techniques have recently been applied to study an ethene flame 
at comparable conditions using instruments at three different synchrotrons and a laboratory 
EI-MBMS setup [49]. 
 Here, we report results with the PEPICO technique obtained in a fuel-rich DME-O2-Ar 
flame at =1.6 and 33 mbar. The flame was chosen considering its generally clear and well-
studied chemistry; furthermore, the conditions are almost identical to one of the flames of 
Wang et al. [35]. Again, we focus on formaldehyde, CH2O, as the target species to illustrate 
the information available from such measurements. Figure 4 shows the electron velocity map 
image obtained in this flame at h=3.1 mm for m/z=30 corresponding to CH2O; the signal was 
recorded at a fixed photon energy of 11.62 eV so that formaldehyde could be reliably ionized. 
In comparison to a scan across the ionization threshold, the PEPICO measurement at fixed 
photon energy is considerably less time-consuming. By applying suitable numerical proce-
dures, the PES can be retrieved also from these fixed-energy data. The raw photoelectron sig-
nal is given in the left half of Fig. 4. Shown in the right half is the result after filtering of the 
image with the pBasex [94] algorithm, a procedure designed to perform an inverse Abel trans-
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formation to reconstruct the original three-dimensional Newton sphere of expanding charged 
particles, provided that an axis of cylindrical symmetry is contained on the image plane. This 
procedure permits reconstruction of the angular distribution of the photoelectrons for a given 
mass, and yields in particular the photoelectron spectroscopy (PES). Concentric rings appear 
after inversion for the selected kinetic energy range of the photoelectrons, showing the respec-
tive vibrational progressions.  
 The mass-selected PES for formaldehyde at m/z=30, extracted by keeping only photoelec-
tron–photoion coincidences for a single mass from the velocity map image recorded at a pho-
ton energy of 11.62 eV in Fig. 4, is given in Fig. 5. This complete PES was measured without 
the need for photon energy scanning. Note that, although we choose here to focus on m/z=30, 
the multiplexing capabilities of this technique allow for the simultaneous recording of the full 
PES of all the species ionized. The sharp peak identified in this spectrum with its maximum 
near 10.9 eV is in very good agreement with the ionization energy of 10.88 eV of formalde-
hyde [95]. Furthermore, the spectrum shows vibrational structure in good agreement with the 
PES spectrum in the 10.8-11.6 eV range reported by Baker et al. [96], which is given in Fig. 5 
for comparison and from which an ionization energy of 10.88(4) eV was determined. In con-
trast to PIE spectra where ionization thresholds are indicated as steps or changes of slopes, 
photoelectron spectra show clear peaks for all transitions, demonstrating their discriminative 
power.  
 Because total ion yield at a given photon energy corresponds to the integral of the PES 
obtained at that same photon energy, the mass-resolved PES, measured at different heights 
above the burner, can be used to determine the relative mole fraction profile of a species. The 
formaldehyde profile in Fig. 6 was derived from a fixed-energy measurement of the PES at 
10.98 eV and is compared to the result of Wang et al. [35], measured in a very similar DME 
flame with a stoichiometry of =1.63 at 33 mbar. The maximum mole fraction of CH2O in 
this flame determined by EI-MBMS is ~0.02, with an experimental uncertainty of about 30% 
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[35]. The profiles in Fig. 6, scaled to the same maximum value, are in very good agreement in 
the region of the maximum and further downstream, with a sharper rise noted in the PEPICO 
experiment. Although measurement uncertainties for invasive experiments can include differ-
ences upon variations in sampling probe, burner, and burner housing geometries [97], the 
agreement seen here is encouraging.  
 PEPICO spectra determined at fixed photon energy such as reported here provide a multi-
plex advantage over the scanning mode using zero kinetic energy photons. With only few 
well-selected photon energies, identification and quantification for sets of relevant species 
may thus become routinely possible, provided their ionization thresholds, photoelectron spec-
tra, and ionization cross sections are known. Compared to the convoluted appearance of PIE 
spectra for a given mass from PI-MBMS that will exhibit several steps if several species con-
tribute to the signal, the sharp features in mass-selected PES offer superb discrimination use-
ful for isomer separation, even if data are taken at fixed photon energy instead of using more 
time-consuming scans [49]. PEPICO spectroscopy, although experimentally involved, will 
thus offer advantages that are not available with current techniques for chemical combustion 
diagnostics [48,49]. 
 
3.3 Soot and soot precursor diagnostics in hydrocarbon flames using MS and HIM 
Soot formation is one of the most intensely studied – and most complex – chemical reaction 
mechanisms in combustion [98-100]. Reliable prediction of soot formation with detailed 
combustion models that could link the flame precursor chemistry to the formed soot particle's 
structure and properties would greatly benefit the assessment of health risks and environmen-
tal influences. Currently, both ends of the particle formation process – the molecular reactions 
to form the first aromatic structures and the growth of particles once they are conceived – 
seem better understood than the regime between them [101,102], although efforts are made to 
link the gaseous molecular phase systematically with the nanoparticles resulting from the 
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growth process [103,104]. Several variants of mass spectrometry and particle characterization 
techniques have been used in attempts to diminish the gap between molecules and particles 
[45,105-108]. 
 Here, we have investigated a non-premixed flame in an opposed-flow configuration to fol-
low the buildup of small PAHs. Figure 7 shows a typical mass spectrum in the range of 
m/z=70-230, measured with probe-sampling MS in an atmospheric-pressure n-butane flame 
near the sooting region. The results may be compared to the analysis of an i-butene flame in 
the same configuration, described in [36]. It is evident from the insert in Fig. 7 that a large 
number of intermediates is formed, only a few of which are easily assigned. With the resolu-
tion of the mass spectrometer, potential oxygenated species cannot be distinguished by mass, 
and isomeric structures can only be determined in a number of cases with GC. The mass spec-
trum therefore serves as an illustration of the complexity of the chemical composition even in 
this rather limited mass range, which encompasses structures with up to four aromatic rings. 
One of the most prominent signals in the higher mass range in this spectrum is seen at 
m/z=202, which could include pyrene, one of the smallest PAH structures that can lead to 
dimerization. Already for the growth of benzene at m/z=78, several pathways are responsible, 
which have been discussed in the literature as starting points for further growth [100-102]. 
They include the so-called HACA (hydrogen abstraction acetylene addition) route as one of 
the most widely accepted mechanisms [109], which would manifest itself here by building 
blocks of m/z=24. Indeed, features at m/z=102 and at several corresponding higher masses are 
detected in the mass spectrum in Fig. 7.  
 As discussed also in [36], methyl can contribute to such growth processes, inferred from 
signals present in the spectrum at mass differences of m/z=14 from benzene (which would be 
consistent with loss of an H atom and CH3 addition), e.g. at m/z=92 and 106. These signals 
include toluene (confirmed by GC) and potentially ethylbenzene as well as xylenes. Similarly, 
sequences that start from naphthalene (confirmed by GC) at m/z=128 could be interpreted in 
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terms of a methyl-involving growth pathway, with corresponding peaks at m/z=142 and 156 
[36]. From the GC analysis, further identified compounds include styrene at m/z=104, indene 
at m/z=116, 1-methylnaphtalene and/or 2-methylnaphtalene at m/z=142, acenaphthylene at 
m/z=152, fluorene at m/z=166, and phenanthrene at m/z=178. No isomer identification was 
possible for the observed features at m/z=154 and 156. The latter could correspond to ethyl-
substituted naphthalene, and biphenyl could contribute to the former. The rich mass spectrum 
with identification of condensed aromatic species, aromatic compounds with aliphatic side 
chains, and five- as well as six-membered rings, with saturated and unsaturated structures 
indicates that the pathways to higher-molecular growth are already manifold at the level of the 
molecular species and smaller aromatics identified here. Several drawbacks must be noted, 
however, with this analysis. On the one hand, the present sampling from the opposed-flow 
flame configuration does not permit the detection of radicals, and on the other, comparison 
with simulations would need more detailed assignments and, desirably, quantitative evalua-
tion, which may demand theoretical support. Nevertheless, mass spectrometric analysis of 
non-premixed flames is well suited to further examine complex combustion situations. 
 While soot formation studies typically investigate the growth process along the sequence 
from the molecular precursors to the carbon structures, clusters, and nanoparticles, the oppo-
site perspective is also attractive. From small soot particles, chemical compounds on their 
surface can be desorbed and analyzed [105-107] which will not only provide information on 
their reactivity and potential toxic properties but will also reveal features of the growth pro-
cess that are compatible with such surface coverage. Bouvier et al. [105] have combined la-
ser-induced incandescence (LII), laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), and laser desorption–laser 
ionization mass spectrometry (LD/LI/MS) to provide combined information on soot particles, 
PAHs in the gas phase, and molecular structures on the surfaces of the soot particles. Their 
LD/LI/MS spectra revealed a number of smaller PAHs in the range up to four rings, mostly 
belonging to the most stable thermodynamic structures or stabilomers [110]. Based upon a 
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number of calibrations and showing good agreement with the data from Apicella et al. [107], 
the combination of techniques has been applied to study soot formation in premixed methane 
flames [106]. Large PAH structures containing in the range of 60 carbon atoms have been 
identified, suggesting that not only homogeneous but also heterogeneous processes will play a 
role in the soot inception and growth sequences [106]. 
 Clearly, there remains a need to characterize very small soot particle structures with sizes 
<10 nm, both regarding their morphological as well as their chemical properties. In our own 
work, we have recently used helium ion microscopy for the first time to characterize young 
soot [38,39]. This technique provides superior contrast and has enabled soft imaging of soot 
particle structures with features down to the 2 nm range without apparent changes after multi-
ple exposures to the helium ion beam [38]. Figure 8 provides an overview of such morpholog-
ical variations in soot particles collected at different heights in a premixed fuel-rich =2.07 
ethene-oxygen-argon flame at atmospheric pressure that was characterized before by Abid et 
al. [37]. The image shows samples analyzed for heights of 0.5, 0.8, and 1.2 mm, reflecting 
further growth progressively with reaction time. At all heights, near-spherical particles were 
detected with sizes in the 4-7 nm range (surrounded by hexagons). Primary particles of 14-18 
nm sizes (squares) occur at the same time as apparent aggregates (circles) with a more rugged 
structure. Size distributions evaluated from the HIM images were largely in favorable agree-
ment with those determined by scanning mobility particle sizing (SMPS) in [37] for the same 
conditions. Geometric parameters of the detected particles were analyzed from a larger num-
ber of images that have provided information about the sphericity, circularity, and fractal di-
mension to illustrate particle properties in comparison with a perfect sphere. More detailed 
analyses with additional flame conditions were performed in a recent study [39], again using 
conditions that had been investigated by Abid et al. before [37]. All results indicate an im-
portant contribution of aggregation already in the very early stages of soot formation, demon-
strated by significant deviations from spherical geometries. As a further result from these re-
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cent investigations, no distinct variations of the geometric parameters were seen with increas-
ing growth time or height, again underlining the coexistence of primary particles and aggre-
gates throughout the growth process [38,39].  
 While such analyses accessible with advanced microscopy techniques that are new to 
combustion diagnostics may challenge some earlier assumptions regarding the growth pro-
cess, chemical information is needed in addition. In recent investigations of soot formation, 
for very small nanoparticles of carbon to primary particles, different spectroscopic techniques 
were applied for a more in-depth characterization [101,111-113], including in particular X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and infrared spectroscopy. For soot from an ethene flame 
analogous to that of Abid et al. [37], Fig. 9 shows a number of vibrations identified from PM-
IRRAS measurements; particles were collected at a height of 1.2 cm from the burner surface 
onto a gold-coated silicon wafer. The features were interpreted following the assignments by 
Cain et al. [113] and include prominently the aromatic CH stretch at 3045 cm-1, several sym-
metric and asymmetric alkane stretch vibrations at 2960, 2928, and 2860 cm-1, and the aro-
matic C=C vibration at 1595 cm-1. Also, features involving oxygen are noted with the carbon-
yl (1718 cm-1), C-O stretch (1068 cm-1), and C-O-C (1288 cm-1) vibrations. These correspond 
well with peaks of soot samples for the same flame conditions, analyzed with XPS [39]. It 
should be noted, however, that different sampling conditions were used for the XPS meas-
urements, where thermophoretic sampling was applied similar to the sample collection for 
HIM, whereas for the PM-IRRAS measurements here, which need a larger particle density 
and different substrates, the probe technique described by Abid et al. [52] was used, with po-
tentially different exposure to room air after sampling. The reactivity of the soot particles with 
respect to oxidation may furthermore depend on their size and growth history, and more de-
tailed investigations are needed to understand such influences. 
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4. Summary and perspectives 
The examples reported here have provided a short introduction into the application of several 
techniques that have only been recognized quite recently for combustion diagnostics. These 
studies have been devoted to contribute to investigations of pertinent chemical aspects of 
combustion processes under laboratory conditions, intended to assist in elucidating details of 
pollutant formation mechanisms. With two main examples, the detection of formaldehyde as a 
prominent air toxic, representative of carbonyl species that may be found in unregulated emis-
sions, and the analysis of very small soot particles that are regarded as one of the most harm-
ful classes of combustion emissions, it has been underlined that reliable quantitative meas-
urements are seldom available from a single technique. Combinations of methods are essen-
tial to reveal details of the respective reaction processes. 
 In chemical combustion analysis, especially in systems with many intermediate species 
and structures, the investigations must often rely on qualitative information: even identifica-
tion of species and comprehensive analysis of average features of particle ensembles may 
pose difficulties. Furthermore, it remains challenging to quantitatively measure one species in 
nominally "identical" conditions at several locations or with different techniques, and not all 
measurement strategies can be applied under the same flame conditions. Comparisons of re-
sults from non-invasive and probe-sampling techniques are often not satisfactory, and probe 
effects need to be assessed systematically. Whenever possible, it is preferable to rely on opti-
cal methods. Fortunately, the increasing availability of laser systems and techniques offer 
adequate choices.  
 In the attempt to provide high-quality data for model examination and development, re-
searchers may thus profit not only from the established, working arsenal of combustion diag-
nostics, but also from the approaches described here and other newer instruments, measure-
ment techniques, and procedures that conquer territories that were previously harder to access.  
With QCLAS, PEPICO, and HIM/PM-IRRAS, some examples were given how such tech-
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niques can expand current combustion chemistry diagnostics. Much of the contributions to 
laboratory-based chemical insights must be tested under the practically relevant conditions. 
Such transfer to real-world combustion must often proceed via accurate modeling, where 
chemical complexity is still one of the largest obstacles, because computer simulations of 
highly involved geometries and time-changing flow fields cannot yet integrate the full chemi-
cal detail. Experimental advances in combustion diagnostics thus contribute another important 
perspective for the analysis of complex chemical systems in that they can determine the most 
crucial and sensitive aspects to be represented by reduced mechanisms for practical applica-
tions. 
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Figure captions 
Figure 1: Temperature, CO and CO2 mole fractions as a function of height above burner  
measured by QCLAS in DME-O2-Ar flames of two different stoichiometries, using the condi-
tions of Wang et al. [35]; results from [35] obtained with EI-MBMS and simulations using the 
model by Zhao et al. [64] are included for comparison.  
Figure 2: Spectrum of CH2O from QCLAS experiment taken at h=0.7 mm in the rich DME-
O2-Ar flame and simulation using the HITRAN/HITEMP databases [80].  
Figure 3: CH2O mole fraction profiles in the two DME-O2-Ar flames. QCLAS results are 
compared with those obtained by Wang et al. [35] and with predictions by the model of Zhao 
et al. [64], using unperturbed temperature profiles as input file. 
Figure 4: Velocity map image recorded at a fixed photon energy of 11.62 eV and filtered for 
mass 30, corresponding to CH2O, obtained in a =1.6 DME-O2-Ar flame at h=3.1 mm. Left: 
raw data, right: after treatment by the pBasex [94] inversion algorithm. 
Figure 5: Photoelectron spectrum of CH2O in a =1.6 DME flame at h=3.1 mm in compari-
son with a reference spectrum by Baker et al. [96]. The spectrum has been obtained by pro-
cessing the velocity map image in Fig. 4 and has a resolution of 0.08 eV. 
Figure 6: Height-resolved integrated CH2O photoelectron signal at m/z=30, obtained at fixed 
photon energy of 10.98 eV in a =1.6 DME-O2 flame (25% Ar) at 33 mbar, compared with 
CH2O mole fraction from EI-MBMS in a =1.63 DME-O2 flame (25.5% Ar) at 33 mbar from 
[35]. Two independent experimental setups were used with identical burner dimensions but 
slightly different sampling geometries. 
Figure 7: Mass spectrum from a non-premixed n-butane flame near the sooting region.  
Figure 8:  Morphological variations of nascent soot which was collected at heights of 0.5, 
0.8, and 1.2 cm and imaged by HIM, showing representative primary and aggregate struc-
tures. Particles shown in the hexagons are in the apparent size range of 4-8 nm, and those in 
	 30
the squares are 14-18 nm. Particles shown in the circles are apparent aggregates. From [38] 
with permission. 
Figure 9: PM-IRRAS spectrum of nascent soot on a gold-coated silicon wafer; soot was col-
lected from a C2H4 flame at the condition C3 of [37] at 1.2 cm from the burner surface; peak 
identification was performed according to [113]. 
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Figure 1: Temperature, CO and CO2 mole fractions as a function of height above burner  
measured by QCLAS in DME-O2-Ar flames of two different stoichiometries, using the condi-
tions of Wang et al. [35]; results from [35] obtained with EI-MBMS and simulations using the 
model by Zhao et al. [64] are included for comparison.  
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Figure 2: Spectrum of CH2O from QCLAS experiment taken at h=0.7 mm in the rich DME-
O2-Ar flame and simulation using the HITRAN/HITEMP databases [80].  
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Figure 3: CH2O mole fraction profiles in the two DME-O2-Ar flames. QCLAS results are 
compared with those obtained by Wang et al. [35] and with predictions by the model of Zhao 
et al. [64], using unperturbed temperature profiles as input file. 
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Figure 4: Velocity map image recorded at a fixed photon energy of 11.62 eV and filtered for 
mass 30, corresponding to CH2O, obtained in a =1.6 DME-O2-Ar flame at h=3.1 mm. Left: 
raw data, right: after treatment by the pBasex [94] inversion algorithm. 
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Figure 5: Photoelectron spectrum of CH2O in a =1.6 DME flame at h=3.1 mm in compari-
son with a reference spectrum by Baker et al. [96]. The spectrum has been obtained by pro-
cessing the velocity map image in Fig. 4 and has a resolution of 0.08 eV. 
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Figure 6: Height-resolved integrated CH2O photoelectron signal at m/z=30, obtained at fixed 
photon energy of 10.98 eV in a =1.6 DME-O2 flame (25% Ar) at 33 mbar, compared with 
CH2O mole fraction from EI-MBMS in a =1.63 DME-O2 flame (25.5% Ar) at 33 mbar from 
[35]. Two independent experimental setups were used with identical burner dimensions but 
slightly different sampling geometries. 
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Figure 7: Mass spectrum from a non-premixed n-butane flame near the sooting region.  
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Figure 8:  Morphological variations of nascent soot which was collected at heights of 0.5, 
0.8, and 1.2 cm and imaged by HIM, showing representative primary and aggregate struc-
tures. Particles shown in the hexagons are in the apparent size range of 4-8 nm, and those in 
the squares are 14-18 nm. Particles shown in the circles are apparent aggregates. From [38] 
with permission. 
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Figure 9: PM-IRRAS spectrum of nascent soot on a gold-coated silicon wafer; soot was col-
lected from a C2H4 flame at the condition C3 of [37] at 1.2 cm from the burner surface; peak 
identification was performed according to [113]. 
 
 
 
